[SAMPLE PERMISSIONS REQUEST LETTER]
[insert date]
Dear Permissions Department [or name of copyright owner]:
On behalf of the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), I am requesting
permission to reprint the material indicated below, and shown on the attached pages, from your
publication:
[provide exact title of the book, article or other source you want to excerpt from]
[provide ISBN, if the source is a book]

[provide inclusive page numbers of the excerpt]

The excerpted material will appear in a book I am publishing with NAEYC, tentatively titled
[provide book title]
Our anticipated publication date is [provide est. date], with an estimated print run of [provide est.
print run] copies of a [provide est. page count]-page book. The probable price is $[provide est. price].
NAEYC is requesting an irrevocable, exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license to use, execute,
reproduce, display, perform, distribute (internally or externally), and prepare derivative works, in all
languages, for all editions, and in any media, but recognizes that more limited rights may be granted.
The National Association for the Education of Young Children is a nonprofit association dedicated to
excellence in early childhood education. The association’s professional development resources are
designed to improve the quality of services to children from birth through age eight—the critical years
of development. Publication prices are kept as low as possible, as early childhood educators are
frequently paid little for their work. We ask that you consider these factors when determining the
permission fee, if any, charged for use of your material.
If permission is granted, please either fax or mail a written notification to my attention:
[provide your fax number and mailing address]
Feel free to call with any questions or concerns at [provide your phone number].
Full credit will be given. The proposed credit line shown below will be used in our publication unless
you indicate another preferred format. If you are not the copyright holder, or if additional permission is
needed for world rights from another party, please let me know.
Thank you for your consideration of this request,
[your signature]
[fill in your proposed credit blurb; below is a typical example]
Source: D. Rowe, Preschoolers as Authors: Literacy Learning in the Social World (Cresskill, NJ:
Hampton Press, 1994), pp. 168–169. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. All rights reserved.

